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Never has an Indian company developed
a novel drug from scratch. Today, a handful of

companies are on the cusp of a breakthrough
with eight drugs. 

Nandita Datta 

They may siT 1,000 kilomeTres aparT, buT somesh sharma 
and harish iyer have a lot in common. in the past, both gave up their ameri-
can dream to pursue a career in drug research in india. in the present, both 
are preoccupied with their indian dream—to develop the first truly made-
in-india drug, a novel drug that will also be a game changer in its therapy 
area. They can see the way forward, even sniff success.

everything is against them. New drug research has never been indian 
pharma’s strength. The handful of companies that did take on the onerous 

task stumbled and fell. With every setback, an epitaph was written for indian pharma’s new drug 
research. This time it is different, they say. iyer, who heads r&D at bangalore-based biotech firm 
biocon, hasn’t bothered to renew his us green card. sharma, too, isn’t craving for California, 
where he lived for 36 years. “These are exciting times here and i want to be a part of it,” says the 
man who heads new drug research for the mumbai-based piramal group.

The source of sharma’s excitement is p276. This innocuously named anti-cancer drug being de-
veloped by piramal life sciences is about to enter the final phase of human trials (termed phase-iii 
trials). it’s still some way from home, and there’s even a chance it might not make it, but piramal 
has never been here before. Neither has biocon. iyer’s team is working on developing the world’s 
first oral insulin pill. it could potentially save 40-50 million diabetics worldwide from the pain of 
daily insulin injections, and it could earn biocon millions in revenues and profits. at Glenmark 
pharma, at Dr reddy’s laboratories, and at sun pharma, it’s the same story.

Two decades after indian pharma started dabbling in new drug research, eight indigenously 
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